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ABSTRACT

In most practical problems of linear programming problems with fuzzy cost coefficients, some or all variables are restricted to lie within lower and upper bounds. In this paper, the authors propose a new method for solving such problems called the bounded fuzzy primal simplex algorithm. Some researchers used the linear programming problem with fuzzy cost coefficients as an auxiliary problem for solving linear programming with fuzzy variables, but their method is not efficient when the decision variables are bounded variables in the auxiliary problem. In this paper the authors introduce an efficient approach to overcome this shortcoming. The bounded fuzzy primal simplex algorithm starts with a primal feasible basis and moves towards attaining primal optimality while maintaining primal feasibility throughout. This algorithm will be useful for sensitivity analysis using primal simplex tableaus.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently various attempts have been made to study the solution of fuzzy mathematical programming problems, either from theoretical or computational point of view based on the fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965). The concept of fuzzy mathematical programming on general level was first proposed by Tanaka, Okuda, and Asai (1974) in the framework of the fuzzy decision of Bellman and Zadeh (1970). The first formulation of Fuzzy Linear Programming (FLP) is proposed by Zimmermann (1978). Afterwards, many authors considered various types of the FLP problems and proposed several approaches for solving these problems. Chanas (1983) showed an application of parametric programming techniques in FLP and obtained the set of solutions maximizing the objective
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function, being analytically dependent on a parameter. Delgado, Verdegay, and Vila (1989) studied a general model for FLP problems which includes fuzziness both in the coefficients and in the accomplishment of the constraints. Buckley and Feuring (2000) considered the extreme case of fully fuzzified linear program with all the parameters and variables as fuzzy numbers. They turned the problem into a multi-objective FLP one. They showed that the fuzzy flexible programming could be used to explore the nondominated set to the multi-objective problem and proposed an evolutionary algorithm to solve the fuzzy flexible program. Jimenez, Cadenas, Verdegay, and Sanchez (2003) considered mathematical programming problems with fuzzy constraints. They obtained fuzzy solution by means of a parametric approach in conjunction with evolutionary techniques. Ganesan and Veeramani (2006) introduced a new approach for solving a kind of linear programming involving symmetric trapezoidal fuzzy numbers without converting them to the crisp linear programming problems. Ebrahimnejad, Nasseri & Hosseinzadeh Lotfi (2010) developed their method for situations in which some or all fuzzy variables are bounded. Nasseri and Mahdavi-Amiri (2009) based on this approach defined a new concept of duality of these problems. To deal with imprecise data, Wang and Liang (2009) introduced the notion of fuzziness and developed a procedure to provide finer evaluation results of Decision-Making Units (DMUs) with fuzzy observations based on the original context-dependent Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) by using a ranking method based on the comparison of $\alpha$-cuts. Pahlavani (2010) presented a model to support the banking managerial decisions in the evaluation of investment plans, especially on rejecting inappropriate plans that can be done in short time (less than hour) and with minimal cost. Because there were some uncertainties in the evaluation process, its proposed model utilized fuzzy set theory to define the problem space in which an acceptance or rejection decision for a submitted investment plan had been made. Some authors used the concept of comparison of fuzzy numbers for solving FLP problems. One important class of these methods that has been highlighted by many researches is shaped on possibility and necessity measures, since these indexes have been studied by Dubois and Prade (1980). Tanaka and Asay (1984) initially proposed a possibilistic linear programming formulation, where the coefficients of decision variables are crisp, while decision variables are obtained as fuzzy numbers. Afterwards, Inuiguchi, and Sakawa (1994) implemented optimality tests in linear programming with possible and necessary measures. In effect, most convenient methods are based on the concept of comparison of fuzzy numbers by use of ranking functions (Fortemps & Roubens, 1996; Maleki, Tata, & Mashinchi, 2000; Mahdavi-Amiri & Nasseri, 2007). Of course, ranking functions have been proposed by researchers to suit their requirements of the problem under consideration, and conceivably there are no generally accepted criteria for application of ranking functions. Nevertheless, usually in such methods authors define a crisp model which is equivalent to the FLP problem and then use optimal solution of the model as the optimal solution of the FLP problem. Maleki et al. (2000) based on this idea proposed a new method for solving Fuzzy Number Linear Programming (FNLP). Then Mahdavi-Amir and Nasseri (2007) used the certain linear ranking function to define the dual of FNLP problems as FVLP problems that lead to an efficient method called the dual simplex algorithm to solve FVLP problems directly. Their method began with a basic (not necessarily feasible) fuzzy solution to the primal FVLP problem and a basic feasible solution to its dual problem. After that, Ebrahimnejad, Nasseri, Hosseinzadeh, Lotfi, and Soltanifar (2010) gave another efficient method namely primal-dual simplex algorithm to obtain a fuzzy solution of FVLP problems. The primal-dual simplex begins with dual feasibility and proceeds to obtain primal
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